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Abstract. Satellitealtimetermeasurements
of marinegravityreveal 100 to 200-km
wavelengthlineationsovera wide areaof thePacificplateorientedroughlyin thedirectionof
absoluteplatemotion. At leastthreemechanisms
havebeenproposed
for theirorigin:smallscaleconvectiverolls alignedin the directionof absoluteplatemotionby shearin the
asthenosphere;
diffuseN-S extension
of thelithosphere
resultingin lineatedzonesof extension
(boudins);andminihotspots
thatmoveslowlywith respectto majorhotspots
andproduce
intermittentvolcanism.Recently,severalchainsof linearvolcanicridgeshavebeenfoundto be
associated
with the gravitylineations.Followingridgelikegravitysignatures
apparentin highresolutionGeosatgravitymeasurements,
we surveyeda seriesof volcanicridgesthatextend
northwestfrom the EastPacific Rise flank for 2600 km onto40 Ma seafloor. Our surveydata,
aswell asradiometricdateson samples
we collectedfromtheridges,providetightconstraints
on
theirorigin: (1) Individualridgesegments
andsetsof ridgesarehighlyelongatein thedirection
of presentabsoluteplatemotion. (2) Theridgesformedalonga band50 to 70-km-widein the
troughof oneof themoreprominentgravitylineations.(3) Radiometricdatesof the largest
ridgesshowno hotspotageprogression.
Moreover,thedirections
predictedfor minihotspot
tracesolderthan24 Ma do notmatchobserveddirectionsof eitherthe gravitylineationsor the
ridges. Basedon thislastobservation,
we rejecttheminihotspot
model. The occurrence
of the
ridgesin thetroughof thegravitylineationis incompatible
with the small-scale
convection
modelwhichwouldpredictincreased
volcanismabovetheconvectiveupwelling.We favorthe
diffuseextensionmodelbecauseit is consistentwith the occurrenceof ridgesin the troughabove
themorehighlyextendedlithosphere.However,themultibeamdatashownoevidencefor
widespread
normalfaultingof thecrustaspredicted
by themodel. Perhaps
thefaultscarpsare
buffedundermorethan30 m of sediments
and/orcoveredby theelongatedridges. Finally, we

notethatif ridge-push
forceis muchsmallerthantrench-pull
force,thenneartheridgeaxisthe
directionof maximumtensilestressmustbe perpendicular
to thedirectionof absoluteplate
motion.

Introduction

to •,he axis of the East Pacific Rise (EPR), they appear to
develop rapidly on young seafloor (-3 Ma), and on
lithosphereolder than 6 Ma they are well developed[Haxby
and Weissel, 1986; Shen et al., 1993] (Plate 1). There is an
indication that the wavelength of the cross-grain lineations
increasesto 300-1000 km on older seafloor, although gravity
signatures from seamount chains and fracture zones may
dominate the smaller amplitude cross-grainlineations [Haxby

Perhapsthe most important finding of the Seasataltimeter
mission was the discovery in the marine gravity field of a
lineatedpatternthat is associatedwith the young partsof fastmoving oceanic plates [Haxby and Weissel, 1986]. These
gravity lineations are composedof linear troughs and swells
having amplitudes of 5-20 mGal and characteristic
wavelengthsof 100-200 km. In the southcentralPacific, they
and Weissel, 1986; Baudry and Kroenke, 1991; Maia and
are oblique, cross-grain,to both fracture zones and abyssal
Diantent, 1991; Cazenave et al., 1992; Fleitout and Moriceau,
hill fabric but are roughly parallel to the Hawaiian Chain
1992; Wessel et al., 1994].
(Plate 1)o Cross-grainlineationsare apparenton both young
More dense satellite-altimeter coverage, from Geosat and
(--5 M,a) and old (-80 Ma) seafloor. While they do not extend
ERS 1, confirms the original observation of the cross-grain
gravity lineationsbut also reveals narrow ridgelike anomalies
Copyright1995 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion,
which generallyoccur in the cross-graingravity troughs(Plate
1). Winterer and Sandwell [1987] made a multibeam
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bathymetrysurveyin the equatorialPacific (A - A' in Plate 1)
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where they discovereda chain of long, linear volcanic ridges
which appears to be an extension of the Line Island Cross
Trend [Winterer, 1976]. Higher-resolutiongravity fields that
have

become

available

since

1987

show

that

the

western

portion of this chain of ridges lies on the crest of a gravity
lineation while the easternportion lies in a trough. Searle et
al. [1995] used a few GLORIA and multibeam swaths [Okal and
Cazenave, 1985] to locate and survey a chain of linear

volcanicridgesbetweenDucie Island and the Eastermicroplate
(C - C' in Plate 1); the ridges had characteristicssimilar to the
cross-grain ridges [Winterer and Sandwell, 1987] as well to
those ridges mapped north of Hawaii [Kayen et al., 1990].
Guided by similar high-resolution satellite altimeter profiles,
we surveyed a chain of linear volcanic ridges along a 2600km-long corridor between Pukapuka Island in the Tuamotus
and the western flank of the East Pacific Rise (B - B' in Plate 1,

Pukapuka Ridges); our findings are presentedin this paper.
More recently, a similar set of ridges has been surveyed
between Easter Island and Sala y Gomez Island on the eastern
flank of the EPR [Naar et al., 1993] (D - D' in Plate 1).
The discovery of the linear volcanic ridges is important for
at least two reasons: First, they representa class of volcanic
structure that is morphologically distinctly different from
ordinary conical seamounts[Lynch, 1993]. Second, because

the ridges are closely aligned with the cross-grain gravity
lineations, they may have been produced by a common
mechanism, and thus surveying and sampling the ridges can
lead to better understandingof this common mechanism. The
three mechanismsthat have been proposedfor the formation
of the lineations are (1) small-scale convective rolls in the
asthenosphere aligned in the direction of absolute plate

motion by the shearof the Pacific plate [Haxby and Weissel,
1986; Buck and Parmentier, 1986]; (2) N-S extension of the
Pacific plate resultingin lithosphericboudinage[Winterer and
Sandwell, 1987; Dunbar and Sandwell, 1988; Fleitout et al.,

1989]; and (3) minihotspotsthat move slowly with respectto
major hotspotsand produceintermittent volcanism [Fleitout
and Moriceau, 1992].
Here we report results from our survey of the Pukapuka

Ridges aboard R/V Melville in December 1992 and January
1993. Our multibeam depth soundings establish that the
volcanic ridges are tightly aligned along the trough of one of
the most continuous and prominent gravity rolls. We use the
morphology of the ridges to infer the direction of tensile
stresswithin the lithosphereat the time the ridges formed.
Marine magnetic anomalies,collectedduring our cruises,as
well as during many previousE-W cruisesin the area, establish
the crustal age pattern. Radiometric ages of rocks dredged
from the most prominent ridges establish the timing and
evolution of the ridges along the chain. We use all of this
information to place constraints on the mechanism of
formation of the cross-graingravity lineationsand associated
volcanic ridges.

Plate 1. Gravity anomaly derived from ERS 1, Geosat,
TOPEX, and Seasataltimeter profiles [Sandwell et al., 1994]
illuminated from north. East Pacific Rise axis is marked by
line. Solid circlesconnectedby line are traceof fixed hotspot
located at southeast end of chain 6.9 Ma; other solid circles
are at 18, 24, and 43 Ma. A-A', B-B', C-C', and D-D' mark

locations of volcanic ridges surveyed with multibeam
systems. Note the higher-resolutiondata show a reduction in
the wavelength of the gravity lineations toward the EPR from
150 km at 120ø- 130øW to about 110 km at 115øW.
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Prior to our survey, bathymetric coverage of the area was
very sparse [Mammerickx and Smith, 1984; Mammerickx,
1992]; there were 11 single-beam sounding lines and 7
multibeam sounding lines across the 2600-km length of the
PukapukaRidges. Becausethe ridgesare generallyquite small,
their gravity expressionsare not apparent on individual Seasat
altimeter profiles and become apparentonly in stackedGeosat
altimeter profiles [Sandwell and McAdoo, 1990]. We used
these higher-resolution Geosat profiles along with previous
soundingsto guide a three-swath,Sea Beton 2000 bathymetric
survey from 5 Ma seafloor near the East Pacific Rise to the
northern edge of the Tuamotu Archipelago at Pukapuka Island
(Figure 1, light gray lines). The Sea Beam 2000 has a swath
width of 3.4 times the water depth so three parallel swaths
generally covered a zone 40 km wide. Six additional N-S
transects were run across the most prominent ridges and out
onto the crestsof the adjacentcross-graingravity highs; these
provided long, straight gravity
anomaly profiles
perpendicular to the cross-grain gravity lineations and also
provide estimatesof volcano density away from the main line
of the ridges. Our N-S multibeam swathswere augmentedby
six multibeam profiles collected in 1985 by R/V Conrad
[Abers et al., 1988] and one multibeam profile collected by
R/V Washingtonin 1991. Two recent Sea Beam 2000 cruises
also cross the ridges in roughly E-W directions (Westward
Legs 1 and 4).
Contour maps (500-m interval) of the gridded bathymetry
(Figures 2a-2d) show the overall locations and heights of the
Pukapuka ridges; shadingreveals smaller seamountsas well as
the abyssal fabric. Volcanic ridges and seamountsare nearly
continuous over the 2600-km-long, 50 to 75-km-wide chain.
The major structures in the chain are composedof numerous
ridge segmentsarranged both end-to-end and en echelon. En
echelon ridges are commonly sigmoidal, and most are stacked
dextrally at anglesof 5o-20ø to the overall Pukapukatrend. In
areas where there are no prominent ridges, the seafloor
spreadingfabric is generally buried by small seamounts. The
largest gap in volcanism (-123.5øW) is about 130 km long,
and there are a few other gaps(100 km at 128.5øWand 50 km
at 139.8øW). On all of the N-S transects,the abyssal hill
fabric reemergesaway from the main trend line of the ridges,
suggestingthat the volcanism occurs mainly in the trough of
the cross-grain gravity lineation. Troughs in the gravity
lineations are observed in areas where no large ridges are

presentso at least in these areasthe gravity troughsare not
due to the flexure of the lithosphere adjacent to ridges.
Detailed flexure modeling of the ridges confirms that the
gravity lineationis too broadand deepto be causedby ridge
loading in areas where the ridges are tall (A.M. Goodwillie,
Short-wavelength gravity lineations and unusual flexure
resultsat the Pukapukavolcanicridge system,manuscriptin
preparation, 1995).

Ridgesare generallylower (< 1500 m) and highly elongate
along the easternend of the chain and higher (< 4000 m) and
more conicalalong the westernend. Detailed mapsof three of
the major ridge sets,having well-determinedradiometricages
(see below), are shown in Figures 3a-3c. The easternmostset
of six ridges forms a continuousstructure330 km long, 15 km
wide, and 1000-1500 m high. About half of this structureis
shown in Figure 3a; dredge sites with good recovery 2D, 3D,
and 4D on the southernflank of the major volcanoare marked.
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Figure2. Bathymetry
of Pukapuka
ridges(500-mcontour
interval).Panels
arearranged
from(a) eastto
(d) westalongthe2600-km-long
chain.Illumination
fromENE highlights
abyssal
hill fabricandsmaller
volcanoes.
Largest
gapsin volcanism
are125kmat 123.5øW,
100km at 128.5øW,
and50kmat 139.8øW.
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Figure 3. Detailedbathymetryof the longest(330 km) clusterof (a) ridges,(b) a pair of ridges,and(c) the
highestridge (4000 rn Wahoo Guyot). Major and minor contoursintervalsof 1000 m and 200 m,
respectively.Illuminationfrom ENE highlightsabyssalhill fabricandsmallervolcanoes.Dredgesitesare
marked 2D, 3D, 4D, etc.
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This ridge, like most of the other ridges in the chain, is
composed
of individualsegments
thatare typicallyabout3550 km long and 15 km wide. An analysisof both the
bathymetry
andsidescandata(notshown)suggests
thatridges
are built of several scoreindividual volcanoesaveragingabout
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ridge; in addition there is a 100-m offset in the regional
seafloor depth acrossthis structure. Interpretationof the
magneticanomalyprofilesto the west of this site revealsa
gapin seafloorageof about1.5 Ma whichis compatiblewith
a regionaldepthoffset. Fartherto the west, the crustalage

400 m high and 3000 m wide, stackedin steppedtiersabout increasesmonotonicallyfrom 33 Ma to about 61 Ma.
400 m high.

A pair of prominentridges(80 and 120 km long) was Radiometric Dating of Ridge Samples
surveyedabouta third of the way alongthe Pukapukachain
Ten of the freshestdredgedsamples,from widely distributed
(Figure3b). Like the ridgesfartherto the east,this pair is sites along the chain, were selected for radiometric age

composed
of many~35-km•long
segments
whereeach determinations
by the4øAr-39Ar
incremental
heatingmethod

segment
consists
of numerous
stackedsmallvolcanoes.These
ridges are slightly narrowerand sharpercrestedthan the
easternridge (Figure3a). Abyssalhill fabricextendsall the
way to the baseof the ridgesas well as betweenthe ridges.
Samplesof basalt, suitable for radiometricdating, were
recoveredon the southernflanks of the two major ridges (9D
and 10D in Figure 3b).

The mostprominentof the previouslyunchartedfeaturesin
thePukapukachainis a 4000-m-highguyot(informallynamed
Wahoo,from a varietyof tunain thesewaters)havinga small
flat summitat a depthof 380 m. WahooGuyot,like manyof
the other ridges forming the westernpart of the chain, is
higherandmoreconicalthanthe easternridges. Basedon a
seafloor
ageof 35 Ma (seenextsection)
anda summitdepthof
380 m, one can predictthe time the guyot was submerged

[Dalrympleet al., 1981]. Sampleswereeithercrushedto 0.5
to 1.0-mm chips,or cut as minicores(35 mm diameter)from
the freshest interior portions of dredged rocks, and
ultrasonicallywashedin deionizedwater. Approximately1 g
splits(cores)of the preparedsamplesweresealedin evacuated
quartz tubesand irradiatedin the OregonState University

reactor,
wheretheyreceived
a neutron
doseof about
0.7x 1018
neutrons/cm
2. Theneutron
flux gradient
andtheefficiency
of
conversion
of 39Kto 39Atby neutron
capture
weremonitored

with samplesof the biotite standardFCT-3 (27.7 +_0.2 Ma
[Hurford and Hammerschmidt,
1985]). Furtherdetailsof the
experimentalprocedure,instrumentation,
and data reduction
are givenby Duncan [1991].
Argon was extractedfrom samplesin a seriesof five to
sevenheatingsteps,by radiofrequencyinductionheating,and
assuming
a standard
(350(age)1/2)subsidence
relation;
the measuredby massspectrometry(instrumentAEI MS-10S).
calculation
yields11.7Ma. Dredge14D broughtbackmodern Ages were calculatedfrom the isotopiccomposition
of Ar
deep-watercorals, while dredge 15D on the flank of the released in each step, and plateau ages (Table 1) are the
volcanoyieldedbasaltradiometrically
datedat 11.5 Ma. The weightedmeanof concordantstepages. Isochronageswere
small (300 x 600 m), flat summit suggeststhat the seamount determined
from39Ar/4øArversus36Ar/4øAr
correlation
plots,
was above sea level for a short time, and thus a match of the
whichallow independent
assessment
of the sampleageandthe
subsidence
age and the radiometricage is expected. This initial4øAr/36Ar
composition
of thesample[Dalrymple
et al.,
youngage at the westernend of the chainprovidesa strong 1981]. Only thosestepsthat producedconcordant
agesin the
constraint on the evolution of the chain.

Crustal

plateauplotswereusedin the isochron.The goodness
of fit

parameter
SUMShasa Z2 distribution
with(N-2)degrees
of

Ages

freedom [York, 1969], N being the numberof stepsusedin the

isochronregression. Experimentsthat yield an acceptable
The crustalage of the seafloorbetweenthe Marquesasand
Austral fracturezonesuntil now was poorly knownø The three

parallelE-W magneticanomalyprofiles,collectedduringour
cruise,alongwith otherE-W anomalyprofilesin the areawere
used to establish a consistentset of anomaly identifications.
In a few places the anomaly pattern was obscuredwhen the
shippasseddirectly over a major magnetizedridge but in most
places, the original reversal signature was apparent on the
other two adjacent tracks. A syntheticprofile based on the
timescale of Cande and Kent [1992] was calculated and

comparedwith the observationsto locatethe leadingedge of
major reversals(Figure 1, black lines with ages in Ma). A
completeset of magneticanomaliesis observedover 2000 km
from the EPR to the 31 Ma isochron. The many short-lived
reversals around anomaly 5 and 6 times were difficult to

identify, with the result that the age constraintsare widely
spacedat the easternendof the chain. Betweenthe ridgeaxis
and 31 Ma, the averagefull spreading
rate is 135 mm/yr which
is compatiblewith the very fast spreadingrates observed
presentlyat the EPR.
A possiblerift initiationsite,wherecrustwastransferred
to

SUMS(-2 or less),a 4øAr/36Arintercept
neartheatmospheric
value (295.5), and concordantplateau and isochronages, are
likely to have determined reliable crystallization ages

[Lanphereand Dalrymple,1978]. Examplesof plateauplots
from sites2D, 7D, and 15D are shownin Figure 4. The plateau

plot from sample7D is significantly
worsethatthe othersand
yieldsan agegreaterthanthe ageof the underlyingseafloor,
so we do not consider it further.

Multiplesamples
from the samevolcanicridge(2D, 3D, and
4D) or spatiallycloselyrelatedsites(9D, 10D) producedvery
similarages(Table 1). This reproducibility,
andthe internal

consistency
of theresults
fromthe4øAr-39Ar
incremental
heatingexperiments,lead us to concludethat all samples
(except 7D) producedreliable estimatesof the age of
constructionof the volcanicridgesalong this chain. Ages of

theridgesvaryfromabout6 to 13 Ma betweentheeastern
end
of the chain(2D, 3D, 4D) and WahooGuyot (15D), while the

seaflooragevariesfrom7.7 to 35.5 Ma betweenthesepoints.
PukapukaIsland (18D) and Napuka Island (19D) are
significantly
olderthanthe otherridgesat 22 Ma and28 Ma,
respectively.

the Nazcaplate,was surveyedat a longitudeof 133øW,and
west of the 30.5 Ma isochron.

At this site the normal NNW

Discussion and Conclusions

trendingseafloorspreadingfabric is interruptedby a NNE
Using theseradiometricdates,we reject the minihotspot
trendingtrough/ridgestructure(Figure2c). The 3-km-wide,
flat-bottomedtroughis boundedon the westby a 250-m-high model [Fleitout and Moriceau, 1992] for the origin of the
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Table 1. RadiometricAgesof BasaltsFromthe PukapukaRidges
Age Spectrum

Isochron
SUMS

Sample
2D
3D
4D
7D
9D
10D
13D
15D
18D
19D

39Ar,%
100
98
100
55
100
92
93
100
91
80

Age+ lo, Ma
7.1+
5.6 +
7.4 +
17.6 +
9.0 +
9.0 +

12.9
11.5
21.9
27.5

+
+
+
+

Age+ lo, Ma

0.4
0.3
0.7
1.6
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.4

7.0
5.6
9.3
16.9
8.5
8.5
12.8
12.7
22.0
26.2

Ages calculatedusing the decay constants,
monitor FCT-3 (27.7 + 0.2 Ma).

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

0.5
0.1
0.9
2.5
0.7
0.4
1.4
0.8
0.3
0.6

(N-2)

N

295.4
298.4
283.3
296.6
300.7
308.3
300.2
279.9
302.0
319.6

0.66
0.02
0.30
0.26
0.51
2.70
6.16
1.24
1.15
0.31

5
5
4
3
4
5
5
4
4
4

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

2.5
0.4
17.9
5.2
7.0
5.1

21.8
7.2
21.0
8.3

= 0.581x 10'løyr'l, ;•[•= 4.963x 10'•øyr'•, andbiotite

Pukapuka ridges although the model may still be valid for
other seamountchains. This model, which was proposedto
explain the cross-grain gravity lineations, has numerous
plumesthat are long lived and fixed with respectto eachother.
It has been proposedthat these shallow mantle upwellings
may also be responsiblefor intermittent volcanismalong the
chains [Fleitout and Moriceau, 1992; Shen et al., 1993]. We
tested this concept using the absolute plate motion poles of
Fleitout and Moriceau [1992] which are similar to other
publishedpoles [e.g., Lonsdale, 1988]. The minihotspotwas
placed at the easternmostdredge sites (2D, 3D and 4D) at a
time of 6.9 Ma, and a predictedtrail was generatedout to 43
Ma. The solid circles in Plate 1 and Figure 1 correspondto
times of 6.9 Ma, 18 Ma, 24 Ma, and 43 Ma.

Intercept
+ lo

The model

predicts ages of volcanism that can be compared with
radiometric dates (Table 2). At dredge site 9D the model
overpredictsthe age by 6.3 Ma and at Wahoo Guyot (15D) it
over predicts the age by 14.5 Ma; this correspondsto a
distance of 1300 km from the center of the hotspot!
Postulatingtwo hotspotsalong the same chain does not fit the
data either. For example, if a hotspotis placed at site 9D to
match the radiometric age of 8.5 Ma, then it will predict the
wrong age at Wahoo Guyot. It may be possibleto match the
observations using three hotspots along a single chain but
they must be perfectly aligned so they reinforce each other in
the absoluteplate motion direction. In additionto the poor fit
to the ages, the minihotspot model fails to match the
directions of the Pukapuka ridges and gravity lineations,
especiallybeyondthe kink in the hotspottrace at 24 Ma. The
kink in absolute plate motion around 24 Ma is needed to
simultaneously match the geometries and ages of the
Louisville and Hawaiian Hotspot chains [Lonsdale, 1988;
Fleitout and Moriceau, 1992]. North Pacific hotspotdata
(mainly Hawaiian/Emperor data) could be fit either with a 24
Ma kink [Epp, 1978] or without a 24 Ma kink [Duncan and
Clague, 1985] becausethe kink requiredby the Louisvilledata
is less noticeablewhen projectedinto the North Pacific.
The small-scaleconvectionmodels can explain the gravity
lineations on younger seafloor but fails to match a number of
our observations. First the original model, where the gravity
rolls are actively supported on both young and old seafloor
[Haxby and Weissel, 1986], predicts convectiveupwellings

under the highs of the gravity (and topography)lineationsand
downwellingsunder the troughsof the lineations(Figure 5).
Volcanism is expectedto occur above the upwellingswhere
temperaturesare higher. In contrast,the Pukapukaridgesand
the associatedvolcanism are located in the trough; other
uncharted linear volcanic ridges apparent in the satellitederived gravity are also preferentiallyin troughsof gravity
lineations (Plate 1).

Second, the small-scale convection

modelfails to explainthe orientationand aspectratio of long
linear ridge since they predict small compressionalstressin
the troughsof the gravity rolls and small tensionalstresseson
the crestsof the gravity rolls.
Finally, the more realistic small-scale convection model,
proposedby Buck and Parrnentier [1986], fails to match the
observed orientations

30 Ma.

of the rolls on seafloor older than about

These model calculations, which included an elastic

lithosphere, show that both the evolution of the convective
planformand the increasein flexural wavelengthwith age will
cause the wavelength of the gravity anomalies to increase
dramatically after 10 Ma. For example, after 15 m.y. of
cooling, the elastic lithospherewill attenuatethe topographic
relief associatedwith gravity rolls at 250-km wavelengthby
90%; shorter-wavelength rolls are almost completely
attenuated. The observed200-km wavelength of the gravity
rolls on older lithosphere can only be explained by forming
the rolls in the first 5 m.y. when the lithosphere is still
flexible and freezing them into the growing lithosphereafter
about 10 m.y. A fatal difficulty for the model is that according
to the absolute plate motion model developed to explain the
kink in the Louisville Ridge [Lonsdale, 1988, Figure 14],
there was a change in absolute plate motion at about 24 Ma.
Thus a kink in the gravity lineations shouldbe apparenton
seafloor older than 29-34 Ma yet no kink is apparentsouthof
the MarquesasFracture Zone (FZ) on seafloorolder than 35
Ma.

The lithospheric-stretchingmodel is most consistentwith
all of the observations.

In this scenario, the most recent

episode of stretching began about the time of the
reorganizationof Pacific-Nazca spreadingat 24 Ma and has
continued until at least 6 Ma; most of the ridges formed
between 13 and 6 Ma. As in the Basin and Range provinceof
western North America, lithospheric boudins (150-200 km
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wavelength) develop in responseto extensionof a nonlinear
stronglayer above a weak asthenosphere
[Fletcher and Hallet,
1983; Ricard and Froidevaux, 1986; Zuber et al., 1986]. At
the proposed time of stretching (6-13 Ma), the oceanic

PukapukaRidgebasalt2D-1
30.0

lithospheresurrounding
the Pukapukaridgeswas 0-25 Ma old
and thus thinner than the Basin and Range lithosphereso
shorter wavelengths should be expected. Preliminary
calculations[Dunbar and Sandwell,1988] suggestthat when
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zero-age brittle/ductile lithosphere is strained at a constant
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lithospheric boudins will develop after about 4 Ma with a
dominant wavelengthof 145 km. Most of the strain occursin
the topographictroughs, which also correspondto gravity
troughs. This model explains the rapid development of
gravity lineations on young seafloor, the approximate
wavelength of the gravity lineations, the direction of gravity
on seafloor older than 24 Ma and the direction

of

maximum tensile stress(see below). More recently,Neumann
and Zuber [1994] have modeledthe developmentof boudinsin
thickening oceanic lithosphere (3-13 Ma) undergoing 10%
extension and found 50-km wavelengths dominate in a
brittle/plasticlayer. Longer wavelengths(up to 200 km) can
occurin a brittle/ductile,but more strainis required.
The stretchingmodel is also consistentwith the elongation
and orientation of the ridges if the ridges reflect linear cracks
or faults in the upper brittle crust [Pollard et al., 1982]. Since
the amount of stretching is too small to create significant
decompressionmelting of the mantle, this model requires a
reservoir of partial melt beneath the lithosphere; the melt
escapesalong cracks which are concentratedin the troughsof
the boudins (Figure 5).
A potential problem with the stretching model is that
significant extension has not been observed in plate
reconstructions. The most prominent, young gravity
lineations

occur over a band of seafloor about 1500 km wide

(10øS to 23øS, Plate 1). Assuming the most intense episode
of stretchinglastedfor less than 20 m.y. (i.e., the age rangeof
the ridges 26 Ma until 6 Ma), the amountof extensionshould

be less20% (<300 km) for a uniformstrainrateof 3 x 10-16

s-1. Of course,thisstrainrateis completely
unknown,
but
other calculations[Neumann and Zuber, 1994] suggestmore
than 10% strain (150 km) is needed. By measuringdistances
between fracture zone pairs on either side of the EPR,
Goodwillie and Parsons [1992] placedboundson the amount
of lithosphericextension;the maximum amount was found at
24 Ma to be only 60 to 100 km, which is far less than
suggested by the preliminary models of 150-300 km.
Goodwillie and Parsons [1992] measured even less extension

on older lithosphere. The simplest way to reconcile this
observationwith the boudinagemodel is to have nearly equal
6.0

amounts

of extension

on both sides of the EPR.

It has been

proposedthat extension is occurring on the east side of the
0.0
!
!
•
•
•
•
!
•
•
EPR along the Sala y Gomez Ridge [Mammerickx and
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
Sandwell, 1986]. Slab pull of the concave trench system
along South America may be responsiblefor the tensional
% 39Ar released
stress[Wortel and Cloetingh, 1981]. Rifting along the Sala y
Gomez Ridge is also compatible with the morphology,
Figure4. Plateau
plotsfrom4øAr-39Ar
incremental
heating continuity, and ages of the volcanoesof the 3000-km-long
experimentsfor samplestaken at dredge sites 2D, 7D, and chain [Bonatti et al., 1977]. Six of seven volcanoes along
15D. Site 2D is at the easternend of the chainon 7.7 m.y. this chain were active since 10 Ma, and there is no hotspotage
seafloor,while site 15D is Wahoo Guyot, 35.5 m.y. seafloor. progressionalong the chain [Bonatti et al., 1977].
All plateau plots except 7D show consistentresultswith a low
A secondpotentialproblemwith the stretchingmodelis the
dispersionof ages.
lack of evidence for extensionalfaults parallel to the ridges.
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Table 2. Ages of Crustand Ridges
Dredge
2D
3D
4D
7D
9D
10D
13D
15D
18D
19D

SeafloorAge, Ma

SampleAge, Ma

7.7
7.7
7.7
12.0
18.5
19.5
28.5
35.5
42.3
45.4

7.1
5.6
7.4
17.6
9.0
9.0
12.9
11.5
21.9
27.5
,

SampleAgeHotspotAge, Ma

HotspotAge, Ma

_+ 0.4
_+ 0.3
_+ 0.7
_+ 1.6
_+ 0.5
_+ 0.2
_+ 0.3
_+ 0.1
_+ 0.2
_+ 0.4

6.9
6.9
6.9
11.8
15.3
15.7
21.7
26.0
31.5
33.8

0.2
- 1.3
0.5
5.8
-6.3
-6.7
-8.8
-14.5
-9.6
-6.3

f

,

The radiometric date of 7D exceedsthe age of the seafloor,and in contrastto the other samples
the plateauplot was inconsistent;incrementalagesrange from 7 Ma to 20 Ma.

We have searchedthe multibeam and side scan images for
evidenceof tensionalcracks but failed to find unequivocal
examples. Except for the steep-sided Pukapuka ridges
themselves,the seafloorin the surveyarea is coveredin most
places by a blanket of pelagic sediments. Although the
reflections from the top of the oceanic crust beneath the
sediment blanket are generally weak and intermittent, data
from the 3.5-kHz echo soundingalong our surveytracks show
that in the eastern part of the survey area, the sedimentsare
generally about 40 m thick away from the ridges, and 60 m
thick in the moatlike depressions flanking the ridges.
Thicknesses increase steadily to about 100-200 m near the
west end of the area. The boudinagemodelpredictswidespread
and pervasive extensional strain which is lowest on the crests
of the boudinsand greatestin the troughsof the boudins. The
magnitude of the maximum strain is unknown but the
preliminary models (describedabove) suggest15-25%. Since

SMALL

SCALE

CONVECTION

LITHOSPHERE

the extension is diffuse, the ridges cannot obscureall of the
faults. The ability of observingthe faults in multibeam data
will depend on the height of the fault scarp relative to the
thickness

of

sediments

that

have

accumulated

since the

stretchingevent ended 6 to 16 Ma (30 to 80 m based on an
average 5 m/m.y. accumulationrate). In addition, the vertical
(-.-10m) and horizontal(80 m) resolutionof the systemwill be
a limiting factor. Lack of evidencefor faulting suggeststhe

faults are too small to be "seen"throughthe sediments(large
>100 m abyssal hill offsets are "seen"), or the surface
expressionsof the faults are too closely spacedto be resolved
by the multibeamsystem,or the lithosphericstretchingmodel
is incorrect.

If the extensionrate acrossthe narrow Sala y Gomez Ridge
matches the diffuse

extension

rate on the western flank of the

EPR betweenthe Garrett Transformand the Eastermicroplate,
there will be shear at the EPR causingspreadingdirection to

EXTENSION

LITHOSPHERE

ASTHENOSPHERE
ASTHENOSPHERE

Figure 5. Conceptualmodelsfor cross-grain
gravity lineationsand volcanicridges.(Left) Small-scale
convectionmodelpredictsgravityand topography
highsthat reflectupwellingsin the convectionpattern.
Hottest (H) mantle temperaturesand tensile stressoccur beneathtopographichighs while coldest(C)
temperaturesand compressivestressoccur in topographiclows. (Right) Extension model predicts
topographylows and concentrations
of tensilecracksin areasof highestextensionalstrain' magmaleaks
through thinner, fractured lithosphere.
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rotate in a clockwise senseby about 5ø. Lonsdale [1989] has
surveyed eight left-lateral nontransformoffsets along this
portion of the EPR and has attributed them to a recent
clockwisechangein spreadingdirection.
Finally, following Solomonand Sleep [1974] and Wortel
and Cloetingh [1981], we propose that the source of
extensionalstressis the pull of subductingslabs at distant
sites surroundingthe Pacific and Nazca plates. The rapid
absolute velocity of the Pacific plate causesthe maximum
tensile stress in the youngest part of the plate to be
perpendicular
to the directionof absoluteplatemotion. Figure
6 showsa schematicdiagram of a fast-movingplate bounded
on three sidesby subductionzonesand on the fourth sideby a
spreadingridge. We assumethat the spreadingridge axis has
no strengthso it appliesno force to the plate. The component
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acrossthe plate from one trench to the other. Thus near the

ridge axis the maximumtensilestressmustbe perpendicular
to
the directionof absoluteplate motion. Larger, faster-moving
plateswill have more anisotropicstresses(and perhapslarger
overall stress) than smaller, slower-moving plates because
they have a larger drag force.

Now consider where yielding will occur. The overall
lithospheric strength (i.e., yield strength integrated over
depth) increases approximately linearly with age
[Mammerickx and Sandwell, 1986]. Thus as the lithospheric
end load is increased, the younger lithosphereyields before
the older lithosphere. On the Pacific plate, the youngestand
therefore the weakest segmentsof lithosphereoccur south of
the MarquesasFZ and north of the Agassiz FZ at 40øS (shown
schematicallyby dashedlines in Figure 6). If force is applied
of slab-pull force parallel to the absoluteplate motion is evenly along the top and bottom boundariesof our schematic
exactly balancedby the integratedasthenospheric
drag stress plate, then the plate will yield first near the spreadingridge
on the baseof the plate. Moving towardthe spreadingridge, between the fracture zones. Beyond the area between these
this component of slab-pull force transmitted by the fracture zones, the plates remain rigid, with the result that the
lithosphere
mustdecrease
to zerobecausethe forceat the ridge relative motion between the northern and southern plates is
is zero. In contrast, the component of slab-pull force describedby a pole of opening. Since lithosphereis much
perpendicularto the absoluteplate motion is transmitted stronger in compression than in extension and since our
model contains no compressivedriving forces, we speculate
that the pole of openingwill be locatedon the westernside of
the plate near the trench. Because extensional strain rate
increases linearly with increasing distance from the pole,
maximum strain rate occurs at the ridge axis; a small rate of
compressionalstrain occurs on the western side of the pole.
FT
Basedon th•se strengthand geometryarguments,
we speculate

FR=O

that the zone

of extension

is confined

between

the fracture

zones and the amount of extension increaseswith increasing
distancefrom the pole (Figure 6). If extensionoccursover a
period of time, strain will increasefrom zero at the ridge axis
to a maximum on seafloorhaving the age correspondingto the
beginning of extension. The model also predicts a slight
difference in orientationof the northernEPR axis with respect
to the southern EPR axis.

There are several ways this model can be tested: (1) Over
the next 6 months, as the ERS 1 satellite altimeter continues

to map the marine gravity field north of 30øS,the increasein
gravity resolution may clarify the relationship between the
linear volcanic ridges and the gravity lineations.
(2)
Radiometric dating of samples recently collected along the
FR=O
Easter Volcanic Chain/Sala y Gomez Ridge (D. F. Naar,
personal communication, 1993) and morphological analysis
of the multibeam data may show whether there is evidenceof
rifting along this 3000-km corridor. (3) Finally, becausethe
Figure 6. Schematicmodel of large oceanicplate surrounded boudinage model requires extension, although a variable
by trencheson three sides and by a ridge on the fourth side. amount, in the trough of each gravity lineation, the surface
We assumethat slab-pull force F T greatly exceedsridge-push expression of this extension should either be a chain of
force F R. The componentof slab-pull force parallel to the
volcanoes as in the Pukapuka area or normal faulting and
absolute plate motion is balanced by the integrated
cracking. Perhapsthe fracturescould be imaged with a highasthenosphericdrag stress on the base of the plate. This
resolution subbottomprofiling or imaging system.
component of slab-pull force decreasesto zero toward the
There are several major implications of this lithospheric
spreading ridge (horizontal lines through circles). The
extension model. First, if there has been widespread
component perpendicular to the absolute plate motion is
extension of the large Pacific plate, then there are major
transmittedacrossthe plate from one trenchto the other. Thus uncertaintiesin plate-reconstructionmodels, which generally
near the ridge axis the maximum tensile stress must be
assumeoceanicplates (exceptthe Indian plate) behaverigidly.
perpendicular to the direction of absolute plate motion. For example, several hundred kilometers of extensionin the
Yielding will occur preferentially in the youngest weakest Pacific plate would cause an apparent motion between the
lithospherewith a pole of opening near the western trench. Hawaiian and Louisville hotspots. Of course, with only two
Strain rate increaseswith distancefrom the pole. Grey level
major hot spots to provide the absolute reference frame,
representsaccumulatedstrain.
extensioncan be recast as a perturbationto the absolutepole.
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Second,if one or more chainsof linear volcanicridgesare
shown to be formed by extension rather than by fixed
hotspotsas previously proposed,then the application of the
fixed-hotspotmodel to other linear volcanic chains may be
questioned. This is especially true of chains having no
systematic radiometric age dates or chains having multiple
linear age progressions. Finally, the alignment of maximum
tensile stressperpendicularto the direction of absoluteplate
motion suggeststhat slab-pull force dominates ridge-push
force and that slab pull is balancedby asthenospheric
drag.
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